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Polymer dynamics in a model of the turbulent buffer layer
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A Brownian dynamics study of bead–spring–chain polymer dynamics is undertaken in a model flow
that captures key features of the buffer region of near-wall turbulence—wavy streamwise vortices
superimposed on a mean shear. In this flow and in any Lagrangian chaotic flow, a Hookean
dumbbell polymer will stretch indefinitely if and only if the Weissenberg number based on the
largest Lyapunov exponent for the velocity field is>1

2. In the flow investigated here, this criterion
is found to be good predictor of when the stretch of finitely extensible chains approaches its
maximum value. The chains become highly stretched in the streamwise streaks and relax as they
move into and around the vortex cores, leading to large differences in stress in different regions of
the flow. Hydrodynamic and excluded volume interactions between polymer segments have no
qualitative effects once results are normalized for the change in relaxation time due to their
inclusion. The results from the bead–spring–chain models are used to assess the utility of the
simpler FENE-P model. Although the FENE-P model does not capture the hysteresis in stress that
is seen with the bead–spring–chain models, it otherwise qualitatively captures the behavior of the
bead–spring chains. Most importantly, large polymer stress in the flow is seen at the same spatial
positions for both the FENE-P and the more detailed models. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1563258#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of polymer drag reduction, the reduction
skin friction in turbulent flow by the addition of polymers1–3

is hindered by the fact that the exact behavior of polymer
turbulent flows is not known. Experimental procedures ha
yet to be developed that probe the extension of macrom
ecules in turbulent flows. To gain a better understanding
how real polymers behave in turbulent flows, we have
dertaken a computational study using Brownian dynam
~BD! simulations of bead–spring–chain polymer mod
with a large number of internal time scales in an ‘‘exac
model flow, described below, that captures the cohe
structures of the turbulent buffer region. We focus on
buffer region because it is where the strain rates are larg
is the most important in terms of production and dissipat
of turbulent energy,4 and is known to be modified in drag
reducing flows.5–9 The bead–spring models allow us to d
termine the effects of the properties of real polymers~inter-
nal time scales, finite extensibility, hydrodynam
interactions, excluded volume! on extension and stress i
turbulent flows.

In this study, the concentration of polymers is assum
to be so small that the effect of the polymer on the flow fie
is negligible. In a related study,10,11 we have used the simpl
FENE-P model12 in fully coupled simulations, to determin
how polymers affect the structures of the buffer region. T
BD simulations presented here are thus intended not onl
illustrate how polymers behave in the coherent structure
the turbulent buffer region but also to assess the utility of

a!Electronic mail: graham@engr.wisc.edu
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relatively simple FENE-P dumbbell model in coupled sim
lations of turbulent flows of polymer solutions.

A key structural observation from experiments and dir
numerical simulations~DNS! of drag-reducing polymer so
lutions is the modification of the buffer layer struc
tures.5–9,13–15The dominant structures of the buffer layer a
pairs of counter-rotating, streamwise vortices that lead
streaks in the streamwise velocity.4 The streaks in a drag
reducing flow are known to be wider than in the Newtoni
case6,14 and the streamwise enstrophy,16 which measures the
strength of the streamwise vortices, is reduced.13 Since the
near-wall buffer region is the most important in the produ
tion and dissipation of turbulent energy4 and is known to be
modified in drag reduction, it is clear that any effort
mechanistically understand rheological drag reduct
should address this region. Ideally, we would like to stu
polymers in a nonturbulent flow that still captures the flo
structures characteristic of this region. Fortunately, su
flows exist in the recently discovered ‘‘exact coherent stat
~ECS! that arise in plane shear flows.

The ECS17–23 are a family of three-dimensional, stead
~in a traveling reference frame! solutions to the Navier–
Stokes equation that appear at via saddle-node bifu
tions24,25 at Reynolds numbers Re near the transition va
seen in experiments.26,27 These states were first found i
plane Couette flow,17–21but have also been shown to exist
plane Poiseuille flow.22,23They consist of a mean shear flo
with superimposed wavy streamwise vortices and the ass
ated high- and low-speed streaks in the streamwise velo
They are periodic in the streamwise (x) and spanwise (z)
directions, with wavelengthsl x and l z , respectively. Recen
parametric studies by Waleffe28 of the ECS in Poiseuille
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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1248 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 5, May 2003 P. A. Stone and M. D. Graham
flow found that the optimal spanwise wavelength of the
~the wavelength at which the onset Reynolds number is l
est! is about 100 wall units, in quantitative agreement w
the streak spacing observed in the turbulent buffer layer
the present study we use a variant of Couette flow with c
stant vorticity ~shear rate! boundary conditions at the wal
These boundary conditions eliminate the viscous subla
the thin region closest to the wall that does not have a la
role in turbulence production and dissipation.

Figure 1 shows contours of streamwise velocity,vx , for
an ECS at variousx values for Re5110, l x52p/0.4, l z

52p. Here lengths are scaled with the the channel h
heightL; the wall shear rate is fixed atU/L where6U are
the streamwise velocities at the top and bottom in the triv
Couette flow state~linear velocity profile!; and Re5UL/n
wheren is the kinematic velocity. In wall units, the stream
wise and spanwise wavelengths arel x

15165 and l z
1566,

respectively. The wavy high speed streamwise streak is
dent in white. The surfaces of Fig. 1 are of constant stre
wise vorticity, vx , with the lighter gray being positive vor
ticity and darker gray being negative vorticity. These are
counter-rotating vortices that flank the streak. This struct
is similar to that of the buffer region.22

The mechanism underlying the ECS is reasonably w
understood.21 A perturbation in the form of streamwise vo
tices redistributes the mean shear leading to a spanwis
flectional stratification of streamwise velocity. The bounda
between fluids of differing velocities undergoes a Kelvin
Helmholtz instability that concentrates wall–normal vort
ity. This vorticity component is then tilted into the stream
wise direction and stretched by the mean shear. This til
and stretching of wall–normal vorticity reinforces th
streamwise vortices and the process is thereby self-susta
From the dynamical systems point of view, these states
pear to form a part of the dynamical skeleton of the turbul
flow: i.e., they are saddle points that underlie, in part,
strange attractor of turbulence.29,30 In short, despite their
relative simplicity, the ECS seem to capture important f
tures of the buffer layer turbulence: we believe, therefo
that they provide an excellent model system for studying
interaction of rheology and turbulence.

FIG. 1. ‘‘Exact coherent state’’ in plane Couette flow. The contours are ovx

~white is positive, black is negative!. The constant vorticity surfaces ar
vx520.36U/L ~dark gray! andvx50.36U/L ~light gray!. U andL are the
characteristic velocity and half-channel height.
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This view is supported by our studies of how the Coue
flow ECS are affected by viscoelasticity in the form of th
FENE-P constitutive model.11 All of the effects that we see
are consistent with experimental and DNS observations
drag reducing solutions. The addition of polymer stress to
ECS causes an increase in the Reynolds number at which
ECS appear. Compared to the Newtonian ECS, the viscoe
tic exact coherent states show a decrease in the ‘‘wavine
of the streamwise streak, a decrease in the wall–normal
locity fluctuations, an increase in the streamwise veloc
fluctuations, an increase in the fluctuation kinetic energy,
an increase in the average streamwise velocity—drag re
tion occurs. In the ECS, the polymer stretches in the stre
wise streaks and relaxes as it goes into and around the
tices. This relaxation of the polymer produces forces in
wall–normal and streamwise directions that work against
vortices, reducing their strength. This effect is reflected in
divergence of the polymer stress tensor, which shows a la
force in the negativex ~streamwise! direction where the
polymer is slowing and leaving the streak and entering
vortex. This force acts directly to reduce thex velocity in the
areas of interconnection of the streaks and vortices
straightens the streaks. Since the self-sustaining proces
the ECS depends on the vortices to redistribute mean sh
the decrease in their strength leads to a collapse of the
cess and, therefore, drag reduction. By examining the beh
ior of more realistic polymer models in the ECS flows, t
present work provides data to allow an assessment of
robustness of conclusions drawn from the coupled simu
tions with simple polymer models.

II. POLYMERS IN LAGRANGIAN TIME-DEPENDENT
FLOWS

In a steady elongational flow with extension rateė, a
Hookean dumbbell model of a polymer chain will exten
indefinitely if the Weissenberg numberlė. 1

2, wherel is the
stress relaxation time for the dumbbell. The large stress
equivalently, extensional viscosity, arising from this large d
gree of extension has long been recognized as importan
the drag reduction phenomenon. Lumley derived an appr
mate result for turbulent flow that shows that a polymer m
ecule becomes highly stretched once the turbulent strain
exceeds a certain threshold31 ~see also Refs. 32–34!. Massah
and co-workers performed simulations of a FENE bea
spring chain in a direct numerical simulation of turbule
channel flow and found that in the buffer region the exte
sion and orientation of the polymer fluctuate with time, a
the transient polymer stretch is significantly larger than
coiled equilibrium length.35 This result is only seen when th
product of the polymer relaxation time and the characteri
wall shear rate~a nominal Weissenberg number We! exceeds
a certain threshold. Later work by the same group found t
the stresses introduced by the stretched polymers in a tu
lent flow lead to added dissipations, both positive a
negative.36 The positive dissipations are associated with
streamwise vortices in the near-wall region and would
crease the production of Reynolds shear stress in these s
tures. A study of FENE dumbbells in steady, Gaussian r
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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dom flows shows that stochastic flow fields can produ
large conformation changes in the polymer.37 Again, the con-
formation change occurs above a critical nominal Weiss
berg number. Recent work by Ilget al.38 studied the dynam-
ics of FENE and FENE-P dumbbells in wall turbulent flo
The flow field was taken from a fully coupled DNS of
drag-reducing~FENE-P! polymer solution. They find tha
polymers can become highly stretched in near-wall tur
lence and highly oriented parallel to the mean shear. A co
parison of the Lagrangian averages of the FENE a
FENE-P dumbbell show that the extensions are qualitativ
similar with the FENE-P model giving slightly greater exte
sion when velocity gradients are high and polymers
highly stretched. The stretching of an ensemble of FE
dumbbells integrated along the same trajectory in the flow
characterized by a broad~instantaneous! distribution of poly-
mer extensions. We now present a result that unifies
above-mentioned studies, providing a specific and gen
criterion for the onset of large polymer stress during flow

Consider a flow that is unbounded or spatially perio
in at least one direction, so that it makes sense to cons
the behavior along a fluid trajectory ast→`. The end-to-end
vector,q, of a Hookean dumbbell polymer model evolves
the flow field,v, according to the Ito stochastic differenti
equation,

dq5S k"q2
1

2l
qDdt1A4kBT

z
dw, ~1!

where k5(“v)T, kB , T, and z are Boltzmann’s constant
temperature and the bead friction coefficient, anddw is a
vector of differentials of independent Wiener processes
the relaxation and Brownian terms in this equation
dropped, this is simply the evolution equation for an infin
tesimal material line element. With initial conditionq5q0 ,
Eq. ~1! has the solution39

q~ t !5e2t/2lE~x0 ,t,0!•q0

1A4kBT

z E
0

t

e(t82t)/2lE~x0 ,t,t8!•dw~ t8!, ~2!

whereE(x0 ,t,t8) is the displacement gradient tensor40 and
x0 is the initial position of the dumbbell in the velocity field
Taking the ensemble average of this, on the condition
q(0)5q0 , we arrive at

^q~ t !uq0&5e2t/2lE~x0 ,t,0!•q0 , ~3!

becausêdw(t)&50. Now one can define a set of ‘‘polyme
Lyapunov exponents,’’ measuring the time-average rate
polymer stretch of a dumbbell, as

sp5 lim
t→`

1

t
log

i^q~ t !uq0&i
iq0i

5 lim
t→`

1

t
log

e2t/2liE~x0 ,t,0!•q0i
iq0i . ~4!

The Lyapunov exponentss for the velocity field—the La-
grangian time-averaged material line stretch rates—sa
the same expression, but with 1/l set to zero. In fact, for
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randomly chosenq0 , this formula gives the largest Lyapuno
exponent. So the polymer Lyapunov exponents are relate
the flow Lyapunov exponents by the simple relationship

sp5s2
1

2l
. ~5!

For sp.0, the polymer stretches at an exponential rate
smax defines the largest Lyapunov for the flow fiel
Hookean dumbbells will stretch indefinitely in a flow if an
only if

Wes5smaxl. 1
2 , ~6!

where Wes is a Weissenberg number based onsmax. This
result is quite similar to the result of Lumley30 and is a start-
ing point for recent theoretical work on the dynamics of pa
sive polymer molecules in random flows.32,33,41 All flows
with chaotic particle paths, including turbulent flows42 and
the ECS flows,10,11 have a positivesmax, as does the Gauss
ian random flow studied in Ref. 37. Our coupled study of t
effect of FENE-P dumbbells on the ECS shows that the po
mer begins to strongly affect the flow structure when Ws

'1/2. One of our goals in the present work is to see h
well this criterion applies to more general models of dilu
polymer solutions.

III. POLYMER MODELS AND SIMULATION
TECHNIQUES

The BD simulation that we use in this work was deve
oped by Jendrejack, de Pablo, and Graham.43,44The polymer
is modeled as beads, where the mass of the molecule is
centrated, connected by finitely extensible springs, wh
represent the entropic restoring force in the polymer. T
model containsN beads connected byN21 springs. Ignor-
ing the inertia of the beads, the equation of motion for a be
of the chain can be found by balancing all the forces act
on the bead:12

Fn
(h)1Fn

(b)1Fn
(f)50 ~n51, . . . ,N!. ~7!

The beads experience three kinds of forces.
~a! A hydrodynamic drag forceFn

(h) . This force is the
resistance that the bead experiences as it moves throug
solvent. Stokes’ law is used to find the drag and, assum
that the hydrodynamic drag is isotropic, gives

Fn
(h)52z~ ṙ n2~vn1vn8!!, ~8!

where r n is the position of beadn, z is the friction coeffi-
cient,vn5v01@(“v)T

•r n# is the imposed velocity at beadn,
andvn8 is the perturbation of the velocity field at beadn due
to the motion of the other beads in the chain. This pertur
tion is referred to as ‘‘hydrodynamic interaction’’ or HI. Th
addition of HI to the model causes its largest relaxation ti
to decrease compared to a model without HI~a ‘‘free-
draining’’ model!, due to the cooperative motion among th
beads, which speeds up the relaxation to equilibrium.

~b! A Brownian forceFn
(b) . A large particle, relative to

the size of the solvent particles, in a solution experience
rapidly fluctuating force due to the thermal fluctuations
the solvent. This force is assumed to vary extremely rapi
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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1250 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 5, May 2003 P. A. Stone and M. D. Graham
compared to fluctuations in the bead velocity. The Brown
force is related to the hydrodynamic drag force through
fluctuation–dissipation theorem.39

~c! An intramolecular forceFn
(f) . This includes the force

on the bead due to the springs connecting it to other be
For this study, we will exclusively use thef initely extensible
nonlinear elastic ~FENE! spring with spring force,F(c),
given by

F(c)5
HQ

12~Q/Q0!2 , Q<Q0 , ~9!

where Q is the ‘‘connector vector’’ that connects pairs
adjacent beads,H is the Hookean spring constant, andQ0 is
the maximum extension of the spring. SinceQ0 is the con-
tour length of the segment of the polymer represented by
spring,Q05bkNk,s , wherebk is the Kuhn length andNk,s is
the number of Kuhn lengths per spring. The intramolecu
force also includes the excluded volume~EV! potential. EV,
which represents interactions between segments far a
along the polymer chain, causes the equilibrium size of
polymer to increase.45 This increase in equilibrium size
causes a slight increase in the largest relaxation time of
polymer. For the current work, the excluded volume pot
tial between two beads on a chain is given by43

Ui j
EV5

1

2
vkBTNk,s

2 S 3

4pSs
2D 3/2

expS 23Ri j
2

4Ss
2 D , ~10!

wherev is the excluded volume parameter,kB is the Boltz-
mann constant,T is the absolute temperature,Ri j is the dis-
tance between beadsi and j , andSs

25Nk,sbk
2/6. The hydro-

dynamic radius,a, for a segment of the chain is

a5a8S Nk,s

6 D 1/2

, ~11!

wherea is in units of Kuhn lengths. The value fora8 in Eq.
~11! is set to 0.64, which comes from renormalization gro
theory.43,45 The excluded volume potential comes from co
sidering the overlap of two Gaussian coils43,45 and its mag-
nitude depends on the excluded volume parameter,v, which
has units of Kuhn length cubed.

From the force balance above, one can derive a gov
ing stochastic differential equation in the 3N spatial coordi-
nates for an isolated bead–spring chain in a ther
solvent:43

dR5S K "R1D"F1
]

]R
"DDdt1&B"dw, ~12!

D5B"BT. ~13!

Here R is the vector of the 3N spatial coordinates of the
beads of the chain,D is a 3N33N diffusion tensor,F is a
force vector acting on the chain, andK is a 3N33N block
diagonal matrix with diagonal componentsk5(“v)T. The
velocity gradient,k, is evaluated along a fluid trajectory i
the ECS, so it is fluctuating in time. The hydrodynamic
teractions enter Eq.~12! through the diffusion tensor,D. For
this work we takeD to be the Rotne–Prager–Yamakaw
~RPY! tensor,46 which has the form
Downloaded 07 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
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z
I , ~14!

Di j 5
kBT

8phRi j
S C1I1C2

Ri j Ri j

Ri j
2 D ,

if iÞ j and Ri j >2a, ~15!

Di j 5
kBT

z F S 12
9Ri j

32a D I1
3

32

Ri j Ri j

aRi j
G ,

if iÞ j and Ri j ,2a, ~16!

C1511
2a2

3Ri j
2 , ~17!

C2512
2a2

Ri j
2 , ~18!

where Ri j [Rj2Ri , Ri j [ARi j "Ri j , where the vectorRi

contains the three Cartesian coordinates of the position
tor of the i th bead, andI is the 333 identity matrix. The
Brownian displacement is&B"dw, where the vectordw has
components obtained from a real-valued Gaussian distr
tion with mean zero and variancedt; Eq. ~13! arises from the
fluctuation–dissipation theorem. In some simulations, we
glect hydrodynamic interactions by settingDi j 50 for iÞ j ,
giving a ‘‘free-draining’’ ~FD! model.

The forceF appearing in Eq.~12! is

Fi52
]

]Ri
S (

u j 2ku51
2

1

2
bs lnF12

Rjk
2

bs
G1(

j ,k
U jk

EVD ,

~19!

wherebs5HQ0
2/kBT53Nk,s is the square of the maximum

dimensionless bond length. The first term in parenthese
the total potential energy for the FENE springs. The polym
contribution to the stress tensor,tp , is given by

tp5n(
i 51

N

^~Ri2r c!Fi&1nNskBTI , ~20!

where n is the number density of molecules andr c is the
center of mass of the chain.43 In this paper, polymer stresse
are scaled bynkBT.

In the current work, the stochastic differential equati
@Eq. ~12!# is solved for chains of 20 springs. Ensembles of
stochastic trajectories were typically used—this relativ
small ensemble size is adequate because at the high Wei
berg numbers of interest here the distribution functions
quite narrow. For most of the simulations, the contour len
of the chain is chosen to be that of 63106 molecular weight
polyethylene oxide~PEO! in water. This specification re
quires a chain of 39 100 Kuhn segments, giving appro
mately 2000 Kuhn lengths per spring. Because compu
tional results where the polymer stress is coupled to the fl
field are only attainable for much smaller contour leng
~see, for example, Refs. 10 and 14!, smaller polymer chains
(b5600) are also considered. We consider two values ov
in order to assess the effect of excluded volume. These
ues have not been matched to any particular polymer/sol
system; we shall see that once relaxation time has been
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 07 Mar
TABLE I. Relaxation times for the various polymer models. Models 1 and 4 are free-draining. HerelRouseis the
characteristic relaxation time for a chain with no HI or EV and Hookean springs.

Ns Nk,s a8 v l/lRouse b

1 20 1955 ¯ ¯ 0.8731 117 300
2 20 1955 0.64 1.0 0.7091 117 300
3 20 1955 0.64 20.0 0.7356 117 300
4 20 10 ¯ ¯ 0.7334 600
5 20 10 0.64 1.0 0.4673 600
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malized, EV is relatively unimportant. The relaxation time
the polymer is found by initially stretching the polymer
99% of its maximum length and allowing it to relax to equ
librium in the absence of any external flow field. The larg
relaxation time for the polymer is then found by fitting th
tail of the end-to-end distance versus time curve to an ex
nential function. Relaxation times for the various models
listed in Table I. For the FD models~No. 1 and No. 4 in
Table I!, the relaxation times are lower than the Rouse rel
ation time, the characteristic relaxation time for a chain w
no HI or EV and Hookean springs. This difference is due
our method of determining relaxation times. We used
range of polymer extensions from 10% to 1% of full exte
sion for the determination of relaxation times in all mode
If the relaxation time is calculated for polymer extensio
closer to the equilibrium end-to-end distance, or, equi
lently, at longer times in the relaxation simulation, the rela
ation time constants for the FD models approach that of
Rouse model.

While these polymer models incorporate the large sp
trum of time scales, HI, and EV that are present in real po
mers, they would be very computationally expensive to
in the coupled flow calculations. For the couple
calculations,10,11 we calculate the polymer stress using a
other idealized polymer model, the FENE-P dumbb
model,12

a

12
tra

b

1WeS ]a

]t
1~v"“a!2$a"“v%2$a"“v%TD

5S b

b12Dd, ~21!

tp5nkBT
b15

b F a

12
tra

b

2S 12
2

b12DdG , ~22!

wherea5H^qq&/kBT is the nondimensional structure tens
and b is proportional to the maximum extension of th
dumbbell—tra cannot exceedb. To relate the FENE-P
dumbbell model to the bead–spring–chain models, we n
that b5Nsbs5HQ0

2/kBT53NsNk,s .
The flow field to which the polymer chains are subject

is that described and pictured in the Introduction. The para
eters for the flow are We5 lU/L, whereU/L is the nominal
shear rate~i.e., the shear rate at the wall! for the model flow,
 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
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and Wes5lsmax, the Weissenberg number based on t
largest Lyapunov exponent for the model flow, which
smax50.030.

IV. RESULTS

As stated previously, the Weissenberg number based
the largest Lyapunov exponent for a flow, Wes5lsmax,
must be. 1

2 for a Hookean dumbbell model of a polymer
stretch indefinitely in flow. We begin the presentation of r
sults by showing that this criterion on Wes also applies to the
more complicated bead–spring models. Figure 2~a! shows
ensemble averages of polymer extensions at four diffe
Weissenberg numbers for model 2 in Table I. Starting fro
an equilibrium polymer configuration att50 ~time is scaled
by the characteristic time for the flow,L/U), the polymers
are stretched as they move along a fluid trajectory in
ECS. As Wes increases to 0.5 and above, the transient po
mer extension increases dramatically. The effect of chang
the ensemble size is also shown in Fig. 2~b!, which is the
same as Fig. 2~a! but averages are for an ensemble of 1
bead–spring chains instead of 50. Very little difference
evident in the averages, except at the lowest We, where
maximum stretch for the smaller ensemble is slightly grea
than for the larger ensemble

Since it is known that the appearance of large polym
stretch depends on the largest Lyapunov exponent and
the ECS flows and simple, steady, homogeneous, extens
flows both have positive Lyapunov exponents, a compari
of polymer stretch in the two flows is warranted. Figure
shows the extension of a polymer in the ECS flow and
uniaxial extension versus Wes . The ECS data of Fig. 3 are
the time averages and maximum values of the data se
presented in part in Fig. 2. In the case of uniaxial extens
the largest Lyapunov exponent for the flow is simply t
elongation rate,«̇, so the quantityl«̇ is equivalent to Wes .
The time-averaged polymer extension in the ECS and
steady-state extension in uniaxial elongation become la
only for Wes*1/2. Also shown in Fig. 3 is the maximum
extension of the polymer in the ECS. This quantity becom
large as Wes approaches 1/2, so the criterion, which is bas
on a time-integrated quantity, the Lyapunov exponent, is s
to be relevant for instantaneous as well as average stre
This result is again seen when using the simpler FENE
continuum model in the ECS.

A note of caution is warranted at this point in the discu
sion. In a real drag-reducing polymer solution, the react
of the polymer on the flow is likely to modify the local flow
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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field before the polymer nears full extension. We see this
well in our viscoelastic ECS results.11 In that study, as we
increase the contour length of our polymers, which increa
the drag reduction at a given We, the ratio of the maxim
stretch to the contour length decreases compared to sh
polymers. This indicates that the flow field is modified
the polymers so that it is not as effective in stretching
polymers.

To further compare the FENE chains to FENE-P dum
bells, we now observe how the transient extension for
FENE-P model compares to that of free-draining chain m
els and ones with HI and EV. Figures 4 and 5, like Fig.
show the ensemble average extension for different poly
models in the ECS, for Wes50.51 and 1.2. The FENE-P
model overpredicts the stretch at some of the higher ex
sions but through most of the flow field it matches well w
the more detailed models. This overprediction of extensio
well known in the FENE-P model.47 The FENE-P spring
force is given by

FIG. 2. Average polymer stretch versus time for increasing values of Ws

•••• We511 (Wes50.34); –––, We517 (Wes50.51); –•– We526
(Wes50.79); —, We540 (Wes51.21). Time is scaled byU/L.
^r 2&/^r 2&max is the ensemble average of the square of the end-to-end le
divided by the square of the maximum chain length. These results are
HI/EV chains—model 2 in Table I.~a! Averages for an ensemble of 5
chains.~b! Averages for an ensemble of 100 chains.
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hence, the FENE-P model only dictates that the ensem
average of the stretch be less than the maximum extens
which leads to the discrepancy. The effects of HI and EV
also seen in Fig. 4. The free-draining model shows con
tently lower stretch than both the HI/EV FENE chains a
FENE-P demonstrating that the polymer–solvent interacti
have an effect on the polymer extension in complex flow
With HI, the cooperative motion among the beads tends
speed relaxation to equilibrium relative to a free-draini
model. Therefore, to match relaxation times between
models, the beads of a HI/EV model must be given a hig
friction coefficient than that of the FD model. When th
HI/EV model becomes highly stretched, the beads are
apart, causing the velocity perturbations to be negligible.
at large extensions, our HI/EV models behave essentially
a FD model but with a greater bead drag than the true

th
or

FIG. 3. A comparison of extension in uniaxial extension and ECS flo
(b5117 300). Averages for the ECS flow are taken over at least 100 p
mer relaxation times. Uniaxial extension:j—FD FENE chain~model 1 in
Table I!, m—HI/EV FENE chain~model 2!. Time-averaged extension in th
ECS: .—FD FENE chain~model 1!, d—HI/EV FENE chain~model 2!.
Maximum extension in the ECS:b—FD FENE chain ~model 1!,
l—HI/EV FENE chain~model 2!.

FIG. 4. A comparison of extension for FENE chains and FENE-P, Ws

50.51. —, FENE-P; –––, FD FENE chain~model 1 in Table I!, –•–,
HI/EV chain — v51 ~model 2!, ¯, HI/EV chain —v520 ~model 3!.
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model. Since the beads of the HI/EV chain experience hig
drag as the chain becomes extended, the flow is abl
stretch them more than it does the FD chain.

The probability density function~PDF! for the stretch of
the ensemble of chains for three times as the polymer rela
are given in Fig. 6. The PDFs at the times shown are ste

FIG. 5. A comparison of the extension for FENE chains and FENE
Wes51.2. —, FENE-P; –––, FD FENE chain~model 1 in Table I!, –•–,
HI/EV chain —v51 ~model 2!, ¯, HI/EV chain —v520 ~model 3!. Plot
~b! is a blowup of the behavior in part~a! for 550,t,650. The arrows in
plot ~a! indicate where the PDF’s in Fig. 6 are in the trajectory.

FIG. 6. Probability density function~PDF! for the polymer stretch. The PDF
for the ensemble of FENE HI/EV chains~model 2 in Table I! is shown for
three different times:n—t5325.27,L—t5344.50,s—t5364.30. These
times are indicated by arrows in Fig. 5. The line segments connecting
points are simply to guide the eyes.
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single peaks. Although not shown here, the PDFs through
the trajectory tend to show narrow, single peaks. This re
is not surprising because the Brownian force is the only d
ference among the chains in the ensemble. In a strong
(Wes. 1

2), the hydrodynamic drag forces on the beads
dominant. Since the drag forces are the same on all chain
the ensemble, only a small spread in the stretch for the
semble would be expected.

Figure 7 shows the same result as Fig. 5, but in terms
the trace of the polymer stress tensor calculated for the
ferent models. Note that a dramatic temporal variation in
stress level is found—this variation translates into large s
tial inhomogeneities in stress. The FENE-P prediction of
stress is generally smaller than but close to the more deta
models; we elaborate on this observation below. It is a
seen that the addition of HI and EV cause the stress to
slightly greater in this model compared to the free-drain
model. The most important observation that can be dra
from this plot, however, is that even when FENE-P is n
quantitatively accurate, it tracks very faithfully the time
dependence of the stresses in the more detailed mode
where the FENE-P stress is large, so is that for the ch
This result implies that the FENE-P model will faithfull
capture thespatial distribution of stress in the ECS flow
This favorable result suggests that the use of the relativ
simple continuum model in the coupled calculations w

,

he

FIG. 7. ~a! A comparison of trtp for FENE chains and FENE-P, Wes

51.2. — FENE-P; ––– FD FENE chain~model 1 in Table I!; –•–, HI/EV
chain —v51 ~model 2!, ¯, HI/EV chain —v520 ~model 3!. Part~b! is a
blowup of the behavior in~a! for 550,t,650.
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yield reasonable predictions of how the ECS are affected
viscoelasticity.

To further elaborate on this point, we note that one of
known deficiencies of the FENE-P model is that FENE
does not show ‘‘stress hysteresis.’’48,49 For real polymers
two conformations with the same end-to-end distance
have different internal configurations, leading to differe
values of stress. In the FENE-P model, the stress dep
only upon the current end-to-end distance so this hyster
is not present. Figure 8 shows the stress versus extensio
a chain model and for the FENE-P model moving along
fluid trajectory in the ECS. The chain model clearly sho
hysteresis. The direction of time around the hysteresis loo
clockwise, so the highest stress for a given end-to-end
tance occurs as the polymer is being stretched. In the re
ation portion of the curve, the polymer stress for the FE
chain is still higher than the FENE-P dumbbell, althou
there is less of a difference than in the stretching portion

FIG. 9. Polymer stress versus stretch for a chain bead–spring model an
FENE-P,b5600. —, FENE chain with HI/EV~model 5 in Table I!; –––,
FENE-P. The direction of time is clockwise for the HI/EV data.

FIG. 8. Polymer stress versus stretch for a bead-spring model and
FENE-P,b5117300. —, FENE chain with HI/EV~model 2 in Table I!,
–––, FENE-P. The direction of time is clockwise for the HI/EV data.
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the curve.~We are using the term ‘‘relaxation’’ to describ
the decrease in the end-to-end distance of the polymers
recall that the polymers are in the ECS flow field and n
relaxing in the absence of an external flow.! Recalling the
result of the coupled calculations mentioned in the Introd
tion, the streamwise vortices are weakened by the relaxa
of the polymer as it leaves the streak. Figure 9 shows that
polymer stress here is slightly higher than that predicted
the FENE-P dumbbell model and may have a greater ef
on the ECS than the coupled calculations suggest. But
shown earlier, the FENE-P qualitatively agrees with the m
complicated bead–spring models. Future work will det
mine the importance of the stress hysteresis in flows w
complex kinematics.

The above results show that the FENE-P dumbbell d
reasonably well at the long contour lengths typical of re
drag-reducing polymers. In fully coupled calculations, ho
ever, the maximum length used is much smaller than t
considered above.11,13,14,50Figures 10 and 11 compare th
extension and stress for a model of a much smaller polym
with b5600. For this value ofb, the overprediction of the
extension by the FENE-P model is more pronounced tha
the case of largeb. However, the stress given by the FENE
model is still reasonably close to that given by the mo
detailed bead–spring model. The agreement between the

for

or

FIG. 10. A comparison of extension for FENE chains and FENE-P, Ws

51.2 andb5600. —, FENE-P, –––, FD FENE chain~model 4 in Table I!.

FIG. 11. A comparison of trtp for FENE chains and FENE-P, Wes51.2 and
b5600. —, FENE-P, ––– FD FENE chain~model 4 in Table I!.
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models is also illustrated in Fig. 12, which shows the po
mer stress for the FENE-P and FENE chain models along
same fluid trajectory as a function of spatial position in t
flow field. ~Recall that although the paths of fluid elemen
are chaotic, the velocity field itself is steady.! As argued
above based on the time-evolution plots, we see here
large stresses occur in the flow at the same spatial posit
for the FENE-P and more detailed models. The highest p
mer stress is seen to occur in the streamwise streak.
polymer stretch decreases as polymer leaves the streak
moves into and around one of the vortices. This relaxation
the polymer tends to reduce the strength of the vortic
which causes the self-sustaining process to collapse
leads to drag reduction.10,11

V. CONCLUSIONS

We performed Brownian dynamics~BD! simulations of
passive bead–spring chains in a model of the turbulent bu
region to determine the behavior of polymers in turbulen
and to evaluate the use of the FENE-P dumbbell mode
coupled calculations. The simulations were performed al
trajectories in the flow field of an ‘‘exact coherent stat
~ECS!, one of a recently discovered class of nontrivial thre
dimensional flow patterns in the plane Couette geome
The ECS provide a valuable model for studying the behav
of polymers in shear turbulence because they capture
dominant structure of the buffer region: streamwise stre
flanked by pairs of counter-rotating, streamwise vortic

FIG. 12. Polymer stress for~a! FENE-P dumbbell and~b! FENE chain along
the same trajectory, Wes51.2 andb5600.
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Streamlines in the ECS are chaotic and, equivalently,
largest Lyapunov exponent for the flow field is positive. F
all flows with chaotic streamlines, which includes many,
not most, three-dimensional, incompressible flows, polym
in the flow become highly stretched only when the prod
of the longest polymer relaxation time and the larg
Lyapunov exponent for the velocity field, Wes5lsmax*

1
2.

This result unifies the previous results for polymers in va
ous flows with strong elongational components. Although
onset value of Wes5 1

2 is only rigorous for a Hookean dumb
bell, both large instantaneous and time-averaged stretch
seen for more complicated bead–spring models when
criterion is exceeded.

For both bead–spring chain and dumbbell models,
kinematics of the ECS cause large variations in the polym
extension and stress. The addition of hydrodynamic inter
tions ~HI! and excluded volume~EV! to the bead–spring
model has no qualitative effect on the polymer stretch o
the results are renormalized for the change in the long
relaxation time of the model. Since the flow field causes
polymers to be stretched far from equilibrium, the intera
tions among beads through HI and EV are small. Therefo
not much difference is seen between HI/EV and fre
draining ~FD! models.

The FENE-P model, which is used in many calculatio
where the polymer stress is coupled to the flow field,
found to qualitatively capture the features of the bead–sp
models in a complex flow field. For both long polyme
~comparable to those used in experiment! and short polymers
~similar in size to those used in the coupled flow calcu
tions!, the FENE-P compares well in terms of polym
stretch and stress to the FENE chains. FENE-P slightly o
predicts stretch in areas where velocity gradients are h
and polymer stretch is large. This is consistent with the fin
ings of Ilg et al.,38 in a comparison of FENE-P and FEN
dumbbells in a wall turbulent flow taken from DNS. Mo
importantly, the FENE-P model shows large stress for
same spatial positions as the FENE chain. For both mod
the majority of the stretching takes place as the polym
moves through the streamwise streaks. The polymer rela
as it leaves the streak and enters a vortex. The relaxatio
the polymer as it enters the vortex generates a force du
the polymer~proportional to the divergence of the polym
stress,“"tp) that is negatively correlated with thex- and
y-velocity fluctuations.11 This force due to the polyme
weakens the vortex and leads to a collapse of the s
sustaining process that underlies the structures of the bu
region. Due to the absence of stress hysteresis in the FEN
model, it underpredicts the stress during relaxation. The
fore we expect that this model will somewhat underpred
the changes in turbulent structure brought on by polyme
However, since the overall structure of the stress field is
same for the FENE-P and full-chain models, it seems lik
that the absence of stress hysteresis in FENE-P will
change the overall mechanistic picture of drag reduction
is emerging from FENE-P-based computational studies
the ECS and of fully developed turbulence.
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